
A question of dates
By Friedrich Engel

A Brahms recording by Furtwängler could be four years older than has been assumed
Between autumn 1940 and January 1945, Wilhelm Furtwängler and the Berlin Philharmonic Or-

chestra performed Johannes Brahms's First Symphony in only two concert series: on 15, 16 and 17 De-
cember 1940 and on 22 and 23 January 1945. A recording of the fourth movement of this symphony
by the Reichs-Rundfunk-Gesellschaft (RRG – German Radio) has been preserved on magnetic tape; the
following discussion concerns the actual recording date.

In favour of December 1940 is the fact that this Brahms movement was the last musical example
in a public demonstration of the new tape technology on 10 June 1941, which has been extensively
documented. This contrasts with the date of January 1945, under which the symphony movement has
already been released several times, most recently in 2019 in the new CD edition of the "Radio Re-
cordings" of the Berlin Philharmonic.1  As far as can be seen, the only reason given for this is that the
Brahms Symphony was played in full at this concert.
A tape recording was rediscovered in Berlin in the late 1950s. The magnetic tape original from the
1940s was copied at that time, but then thrown away together with the archive box, which makes the
correct dating extremely difficult. So far, the provenance of the tape has not been clarified beyond doubt.

There the matter now stands. However, there is enough evidence to establish and, if necessary,
correct the attribution to one of the two performances, despite the insufficient documentation. It will
be helpful to begin with a look at the internal organisation of the RRG.

In addition to the official music administration of the RRG, another department sometimes made
music recordings on the sound recording media then available: wax discs, sound foil, steel tape and
wire, beam-of-light sound, Tefifon, Selenophon, the Philips-Miller process, and finally Magnetophon2).
This was the electrical laboratory of the RRG Technology Centre in Berlin, led by Hans Joachim von
Braunmühl with Walter Weber and other high-ranking experts. As is usual with development work,
these samples, since they were not intended for broadcasting, probably remained in the possession of
the laboratory. Accordingly, their labelling was handled "pragmatically" and they did not appear in the
RRG's own sound archives and catalogues.

A complete Magnetophon unit of the first radio design,
consisting of two R 22 Magnetophons in R 63 chests
(front right) and an amplifier rack that accommodated
the V 7 amplifiers, among others. - Reichssender Ham-
burg, the picture is dated 1939.

On the outside there were only minor differences from
the high-frequency Magnetophons.

From 1939 onwards the RRG used tape recorders, a joint development of AEG and I.G. Farben
(spelled "Magnetofon" in their in-house style ). The devices were technically very innovative, and
promised to make operation easier thanks to their relatively simple operation and remarkable flexibil-
ity, but they could not compete with wax records in terms of quality.3  As a consequence, Weber
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searched for and found – with inventor's luck – an economically practical process at the beginning of
1940, which led to a leap in the quality of tape technology. Between May and November, after inter-
nal demonstrations and initial tests, the development of tape technology was at least far enough ad-
vanced that by mid-December it was possible to record demanding concerts.4  Von Braunmühl and
Weber were able to record part of the Furtwängler concert of 16 December 1940,5 which was broad-
cast on the radio, unofficially – i.e. not for broadcast purposes – with their laboratory Magnetophon.6

Furtwängler himself was impressed with the playback.  Inevitably at such an early stage of develop-
ment, the process was not yet fully developed, but the Brahms recording was played in public on 10
June 1941 to a large audience with unanimous success and with prestige gain for the RRG.  Knowl-
edgeable critics, however, were said to have complained of distortions in the middle registers; this
may have been the reporter’s way of describing occasional unsteadiness in the reproduction.7  As a
result, AEG, I.G. Farben and the RRG Laboratory remedied these deficiencies so thoroughly that even
technically demanding stereo recordings became possible on magnetic tape.

With hindsight the laboratory staff appear to have seen the Brahms recording, a first and largely
successful recording, as a "complete revolution in sound recording",8 and regarded it with justifiable
pride in their own achievement not only as a technical milestone, but also as a testimony to an un-
usual, possibly unique interpretation, tempered by a quiet regret that it was not yet possible to record
the entire symphony.9  In every respect, therefore, a unique achievement of considerable cultural and
historical value.

Friedrich Schnapp (1900 ... 1983), Furtwängler's sound engineer (Tonmeister)
from 1939 onwards for the broadcasts of the Philharmonic Concerts, including
the concert of 16 December 1940 from the Philharmonie Berlin.

Furtwängler had scheduled the First Brahms Symphony for three concerts on
15, 16 and 17 December 1940, together with the first performance of the
"Rondino giocoso" by Theodor Berger (1905 - 1992) and Bach's Fifth Branden-
burg Concerto, in which he played the piano part. The RRG broadcast the first
repeat performance on 16 December 1940 and recorded it in the Funkhaus on
Masurenallee with an experimental high-frequency Magnetophon.

A remark that Braunmühl made to the AEG shows that, as head of the RRG laboratory, he had the
experimental recordings of his department at his disposal, rather than the RRG sound archive: "For
the end [i.e. of the presentation], I have promised a part of the Brahms symphony and dance music.”
10  As mentioned above, the RRG laboratory managed its own stock of high-quality music recordings,
which were not kept in the official archive.  Evidence of this includes a tape-recording of the Adagio of
Anton Bruckner's Seventh Symphony with the Berlin Philharmonic under Wilhelm Furtwängler, from
23 February 1941, which was played back in private on 21 July 1944, and a large number of stereo re-
cordings to which the RRG laboratory had access.  It was relocated with its entire holdings to Kosten
(today Kościan in Poland) after heavy bombing raids on Berlin on 23 August to 4 September and 18 to
26 November 1943, and later to Speinshart in Upper Franconia.  What happened to the majority of
these tapes has never been established.

So while it is clear that a recording was made on 16 December 1940, there is no concrete confir-
mation that a possible concert recording took place on 22 or 23 January 1945 in the Admiralspalast in
Berlin, according to journalist and musician Karla Höcker "an operetta theatre of faded red-velvet ele-
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gance". Her diary notes that a concert on "Tuesday", i.e. 23 January 1945, which began "at three o'c-
lock", was interrupted by a power failure, but there is no reference to a live radio broadcast or recor-
ding. 11  The Admiralspalast probably did not have its own sound control room (there was a relatively
simple "transmission facility" in the destroyed Alte Philharmonie, connected to the Magnetophons in
the Funkhaus 12). An outside broadcasting vehicle would therefore have been required for a radio
transmission, and this would also have been the case for the recording of Furtwängler's concert of 12
December 1944 at the same location.  Whether recording and/or broadcasting were even practicable
in late January 1945, given the circumstances of the time, must remain an open question.

On 2 May 1945 Soviet units took over the radio station in Masurenallee.  Four days after Ger-
many's capitulation, on 13 May 1945, the first broadcasts of the newly established "Berliner Rund-
funk" could be received.  At that time a considerable proportion of the RRG's sound archive was still
there.  But when the broadcasting centre was handed over to the West Berlin Senate on 5 July 1956
after years standing empty, the building complex was almost gutted and had to be renovated from the
ground up.  There was nothing left of the sound archive's recordings;13 among other things, the Rus-
sian officer Konstantin Adzhemov had selected hundreds of the most valuable recordings around 1947
/ 1948 and shipped them to the USSR. 14

One of the "founder employees" of Sender Freies Berlin (SFB – Radio Free Berlin) was Helmut
Krüger, who had been one of the most experienced sound engineers at the RRG.  He was instrumental
in building up a collection of stereophonic magnetic tape recordings since 1942, and also worked
closely with Walter Weber at the RRG laboratory. 15  After Russian imprisonment and six years at the
Berlin station RIAS (Radio in the American Sector), Krüger was employed as a "sound engineer with
special tasks" at SFB from 1955, back at the building on Masurenallee.  With the introduction of
commercial stereo records, the time had come to offer stereophonic broadcasts on the radio.  Among
other projects, Krüger had to investigate methods for achieving this via VHF.  The technical director of
the SFB at that time was Udo Blässer, who had been with the RRG since 1932 and whose planning
tasks as chief engineer and head of the RRG central technology department16 had also included the
construction of the RRG laboratory in Kosten and possibly its further relocation to Speinshart.

left: Walter Weber (1907 ... 1944),
to whom we owe the (re)discovery of
high-frequency bias and its introduc-
tion into magnetic tape technology.

right: Hans Joachim von Braunmühl
(1900 ... 1980) during his time as head
of the RRG's electrical laboratory.
As Walter Weber's superior, he played
a leading role in the patenting of high-
frequency bias and the awarding of the
licence to AEG.

So back to late 1944!  Udo Blässer managed (perhaps with one of the lorries used to move equip-
ment and materials) to have a package of about five or six RRG tapes, whose contents were then un-
known, brought to safety in the cellar of his Berlin house as "private luggage".17  After the war, this
turned out to be the meagre remnant of the Berlin stereophonic archive: Beethoven's Fifth Piano
Concerto (by Walter Gieseking with Arthur Rother conducting the Berlin Radio Orchestra,  from 1944)
and the fourth movement of Bruckner's Eighth Symphony (Herbert von Karajan conducting the Preu-
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ßische Staatskapelle (the Staatskapelle of Prussia), recorded on 29 September 1944).18  The artistic
value of these sound documents is beyond question; technically, they represent the peak of magnetic
tape sound development up to 1945.

Around 1956 / 1957, when the renovation of the building on Masurenallee was completed, the
project of broadcasting stereophonic programmes via VHF came up at the SFB. Could this have been
why Blässer remembered his "private luggage"?  Or was this perhaps even the impetus for these
plans? Stereophonic productions and broadcasts require extensive upgrades of studio technology, in-
cluding at least two, and preferably three two-channel magnetic tape recorders, which replaced the
monophonic equipment. So now, after many years, the RRG stereo recordings could again be heard as
they were originally recorded. Who would have been more likely to deal with these tapes than
Helmut Krüger, who after some preparations (due to differences in the width of the tapes and their
playing speed) arranged for their transfer to modern tape material? The tapes from Kosten were to be
the most representative heirlooms from RRG times for years, even if little was made public of their ex-
istence and significance at first.

However, almost certainly the "private luggage" included another tape, the monophonic re-
cording of the fourth movement of Brahms's First Symphony with Wilhelm Furtwängler and the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra.  And the earlier the vehicle from Kosten arrived in Berlin, the more certainly
it had to be the recording of 16 December 1940.  So perhaps Blässer’s "private luggage" was not sim-
ply a haphazard assortment of material, but rather a careful and and systematic collection of evidence
of the development of this technical innovation?  It told the story from its beginning with the Brahms,
music recording of hitherto unimaginable quality, to the almost complete exploitation of its potential
in the stereophonic Bruckner recording – and demonstrated in extraordinary interpretations by two
equally extraordinary conductors?  Or did a Kosten laboratory employee perhaps compile this collec-
tion and arranged for Blässer to take it to safety?

Externally, the drive of the first HF Magnetophon - according
to archive documents - is almost identical in construction to
the widely used Magnetophon K 4. It probably resembles the
version with which the new recording method was presented
to the public on 10 June 1941. © Archive GFGF

The amplifier set for the HF Magnetophon. From top to
bottom: Playback amplifier (V 5), recording amplifier
(V 7b), power supply unit (N 7b). The pairs of sockets at
the bottom left were probably intended for testing and
measuring purposes. © Archive GFGF

After the original recording, playing at 77 cm per second, was copied to a modern 38.1 cm/s tape,
it was catalogued in the SFB's archives, but then the original tape and archive carton were apparently
discarded. When a dedicated Furtwängler researcher asked for more detailed information about the
provenance of the recording around 1970, 19 he was told that nothing had been noted on the old ar-
chive box except "tape by Ing. Krüger, Technik".  This probably meant that Krüger had not been able to
give the archive any information about the date and place of the recording. And so the shocking care-
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lessness of not having archived the original came to haunt them. I.G. Farben printed batch numbers
on the back of the Magnetophon tapes, which could be used to determine the period of manufacture.
A number around 368 would then indicate the turn of the year 1939/1940. Tapes manufactured in
late 1944 would have been identifiable by certain typical properties of the material.

Approximation of the dating

When the Brahms tape appeared, reportedly in the late 1950s or early 1960s, no-one seemed to
remember the demonstration event of 10 June 1941 (staged primarily by AEG and UFA) when the
Brahms tape was played.  And even if they had, they would not have found the recording date of 16
December 1940 in the programme. 20

So how could the date of 23 January 1945 have come about? Due to the lack of standard equip-
ment, magnetic tape recordings with high-frequency bias (clearly the case here) were only officially
produced by the RRG around the turn of the year 1941/1942. It was therefore a matter of finding out
when Furtwängler and the BPO had performed Brahms's First Symphony since that time, which was
on 22 and 23 January 1945. This is probably how this problematic dating came about, due to a lack of
reliable information.

The Brahms tape is definitely not one of the RRG tapes that the SFB received in the form of So-
viet-made copies in 1987, nor is it one of the approximately 1,500 recordings that found their way
back to Masurenallee from Soviet archives in 1991, 21 after lengthy negotiations carried out mainly by
Klaus Lang.  Remarkably, the recording of the Schubert Symphony No. 7 in B minor D 759 "Unfinished"
from the preceding Furtwängler concert of 12 December 1944 belongs to this set of tapes. And so a
question arises: surely a hypothetical recording from the concert of 23 January 1945 would have been
found near that "Unfinished" in the RRG's sound archive, and caught the eye of the Russian specialist
Konstantin Adzhemov, who meticulously picked up all of the Furtwängler tapes?  And should it not
have resurfaced with this stock?

Helmut Krüger (1905 ... 1996, right), instrumental in the stereo
magnetic tape recordings of the RRG, in 1988 as a visitor and
guest of honour at a congress of the Audio Engineering Society
in Paris (author on left).

The discovery of the 16 December 1940 recording was the result of a comprehensive search by
the author in 2014. 22 At that time, the Brahms torso had already been published several times (al-
ways dated 23 January 1945), but he only learned of its existence in 2019, after the publication of the
"Radio Recordings" of the Berlin Philharmonic. 23  He spoke to Helmut Krüger several times in the last
years of his life, but missed the chance to clarify the matter because of this gap in his knowledge.

Today's listeners have to "tune in" to the sound of the Brahms recording. Experts with a trained
ear may be able to confirm the critical observations which were made in 1941, mentioned above. A
striking example is the rather disjointed flute solo from bar 38 onwards (03:30 from the beginning),
which can probably be attributed to significant irregularities in the Magnetophon tape of the time.
This would be a further indication of the recording date of winter 1940, because Karajan's stereo-
phonic Bruckner recording of 29 September 1944, taken as a yardstick for recording quality, clearly
shows progress in amplifier design and Magnetophon tape production between mid-1940 and au-
tumn 1944. Original recordings from January 1945 should no longer show such irregularities.
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Finally, and with all due caution, to the question of the musical value, indeed the musical-histori-
cal significance, of the Brahms recording.  To summarise what Richard Taruskin has written and
quoted in the book accompanying the CD publication of the "Radio Recordings", one seems to experi-
ence a musical apocalypse, where in other interpretations an almost radiant apotheosis is to be ex-
pected.  Certainly Taruskin's evaluation would accord with the inescapable catastrophe and all the
fears that are surely reflected in Furtwängler's interpretation, and that might be taken to support a
date of January 1945.

On the other hand, what could have prompted Furtwängler to subject his audience to an almost
disturbing concert finale shortly before Christmas 1940 is not and cannot be discussed here.  Was it
Furtwängler's foresight, or a kind of sixth sense of for the consequences of the orders that were being
prepared in those days: "Adolf Hitler announced his decision to begin this war of aggression to the Su-
preme Command of the Wehrmacht (OKW) on 31 July 1940 and on 18 December 1940 ordered them
to make military preparations from then until May 1941 under the code name "Operation Barba-
rossa".24  On 22 June 1941, twelve days after the Brahms recording was played in public, the invasion
of the Soviet Union began.

In conclusion, and despite the lack of definitive proof, everything seems to point to 16 December
1940 as the recording date of an interpretation and recording that is unique in several respects.
Could there still be proof of a recording date "at the eleventh hour"? This would, however, have to
explain the following: if the recording was possible for technical reasons – as was the case with the
Furtwängler-BPO concert of 12 December 1944 – why has nothing more than the final movement of
the Brahms Symphony survived? Could a recording have been made on 22 January 1945?  Is 23 Janu-
ary a secure recording date, and if so, on the basis of which documents?  Is there evidence of a later
radio broadcast of one of the two January 1945 concerts ?

For the time being, then, this gigantic torso, in a certain sense timeless, hovers in Furtwängler's
musical legacy, without revealing how he shaped the three preceding movements of the Brahms First
Symphony at the time, how he led them towards the fourth movement.

Special thanks to Roger Smithson for his assistance
in the production of the English version of this text.

Friedrich Karl Engel
Pater-Delp-Strasse 3 – D-64 625 Bensheim (Auerbach)

[+49] (0)6251 98 20 88 – Friedrich.K.Engel@t-online.de
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